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Libs vandalize Chick-�l-A during gay pride parade, ignore
beating of gay conservative
July 1, 2019 |  Samantha Chang (https://www.bizpacreview.com/author/samantha-chang) |

The “Tolerant Left” vandalized a Chik-Fil-A restaurant in New York during a gay pride parade on June 30. (screenshots)
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The “Tolerant Left” strikes again. This time, gay liberals vandalized a 

Chick-�l-A (https://www.bizpacreview.com/?s=Chick-�l-A) restaurant in Manhattan during a gay pride parade in New

York yesterday.

Vandals scrawled “F**k haters” across the restaurant’s window and covered it with a cross-shaped pink tape bearing

the same obscene language.

Ironically, this show of hatred occurred during the NYC gay pride parade, whose purpose was to show love and

tolerance for everyone — especially those who are different from you.

Manhattan Chick-�l-A was vandalized during Sunday’s 

#prideparade (https://twitter.com/hashtag/prideparade?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw).

Seriously? This is LOVE? #chic�la (https://twitter.com/hashtag/chic�la?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

#ByeByeDems (https://twitter.com/hashtag/ByeByeDems?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

#VoteRed (https://twitter.com/hashtag/VoteRed?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

#voteredtosaveamerica (https://twitter.com/hashtag/voteredtosaveamerica?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

pic.twitter.com/13NDBmD7PW (https://t.co/13NDBmD7PW)

— ByeByeDems (@DemsBye) 

July 1, 2019 (https://twitter.com/DemsBye/status/1145513543174934529?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

“Giving the �nger to Chik-Fil-A.”
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Giving the �nger to Chik-Fil-A 

#queerliberationmarch (https://twitter.com/hashtag/queerliberationmarch?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

#Stonewall50 (https://twitter.com/hashtag/Stonewall50?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

pic.twitter.com/MmVFCKFTyl (https://t.co/MmVFCKFTyl)

— Michelangelo Signorile (@MSignorile) 

June 30, 2019 (https://twitter.com/MSignorile/status/1145356177695485955?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

Gay liberals at the NYC gay pride parade slammed President Trump as a “fascist,” even as they support violent Antifa

thugs and 

prioritize illegal aliens (https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/06/16/tucker-exposes-ice-bragging-about-program-for-

transgender-illegal-aliens-taxpayers-pay-for-hormone-drugs-classes-more-765348)

over law-abiding Americans.
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The “Tolerant Left” promotes bullying and violence against conservatives.

The Left objects to Chik-�l-A CEO’s Christian beliefs
Through the years, Chick-�l-A has repeatedly been vandalized, boycotted, and attacked by the LGBT community and

other left-wing activists because of its CEO’s Christian beliefs.
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Speci�cally, the left is still fuming over a comment that CEO Dan Cathy made in 2012 (that’s seven years ago), when he

had the temerity to say that he believes marriage is between a man and a woman.

Keep in mind that Barack Obama also opposed gay marriage until 2012.

“We are very much supportive of the family — the biblical de�nition of the family unit. We are a family-

owned business, a family-led business, and we are married to our �rst wives. We give God thanks for that. We

want to do anything we possibly can to strengthen families.

We know that it might not be popular with everyone, but thank the Lord, we live in a country where we can

share our values and operate on biblical principles.”

‘Tolerant left’ has repeatedly vandalized Chik-�l-A
Those are Dan Cathy’s personal, religious beliefs, and are protected under the First Amendment of the United States

Constitution. Nevertheless, the left has repeatedly targeted Chick-�l-A because they think free-speech and freedom

from religious persecution only applies to beliefs they approve of.

This is not the �rst time that the “tolerant left” has vandalized Chik-�l-A. In fact, leftists have repeatedly

vandalized Chik-�l-A over its CEO’s religious beliefs over the years, as evidenced by these photos.

In 2017: “Capitalism kills.”
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The new Chick-Fil-A in Olney (under construction) has been vandalized. “Capitalism Kills”

c/o The Greater Olney News pic.twitter.com/Ni2to2CUE9 (https://t.co/Ni2to2CUE9)

— The MoCo Show (@TheMoCoShow) 

October 22, 2017 (https://twitter.com/TheMoCoShow/status/922147885868822529?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

From 2012: “Chick-Fil-A in Torrance, CA was vandalized with “Taste Like Hate” because the tolerant gay left is

anything but!”

Chick-Fil-A in Torrance, CA was vandalized with "Taste Like Hate" because the tolerant gay left is anything

but! pic.twitter.com/MUOdqAcY (https://t.co/MUOdqAcY)

— Shiz (@CremeDeLaShiz) 

August 3, 2012 (https://twitter.com/CremeDeLaShiz/status/231413174480564225?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

Conservative gay journalist beaten this weekend; libs say nothing
Meanwhile, liberals and gays said nothing this weekend when 

conservative gay journalist Andy Ngo was viciously beaten (https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/06/29/journalist-

andy-ngo-attacked-by-antifa-members-in-brutal-video-police-call-protest-a-civil-disturbance-769976)

by a group of Antifa thugs in Oregon as gay pride festivities took place around the country.

Ngo suffered a brain hemorrhage after being pelted with “milkshakes” containing quick-dry cement.
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(Source: Jim Ryan/Twitter (https://twitter.com/Jimryan015/status/1145067852375851008))

Libs support Islam, which considers homosexuality a sin punishable by
death
Similarly, gay liberals repeatedly champion Islam even though they would be thrown off a roof in many Muslim

countries, where being gay is a sin punishable by death.

If a #Gay (https://twitter.com/hashtag/Gay?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) 

#Muslim (https://twitter.com/hashtag/Muslim?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) is thrown from a roof, but no

White American men are involved, will 'Progressives' make a noise? 

pic.twitter.com/0Rsy6y5P5u (https://t.co/0Rsy6y5P5u)

— Tarek Fatah (@TarekFatah) 

August 16, 2015 (https://twitter.com/TarekFatah/status/632726256052797440?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

Whenever gays are thrown from roofs in the Middle East entire towns of "moderate" 

#Muslims (https://twitter.com/hashtag/Muslims?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) come out to cheer. 

pic.twitter.com/W4U4gWfnC9 (https://t.co/W4U4gWfnC9)

— the big fellow (@borderfox116) 

April 15, 2016 (https://twitter.com/borderfox116/status/720910622733545472?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

Vandalism and violence are the tools of today’s radical left
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Vandalism and violent bullying are nothing new to today’s radical left, whose goal is to silence and literally stomp

anyone whose political beliefs they disagree with.

Last weekend, the headquarters of the Michigan Republican Party was 

vandalized with the obscene message (https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/06/24/michigan-gop-headquarters-

vandalized-with-obscene-threat-against-ice-768229)

“F— Ice” written in capitalized letters across the side of the building.

Over the weekend, @MIGOP (https://twitter.com/MIGOP?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) was vandalized attacking my

previous role as an @ICEgov (https://twitter.com/ICEgov?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) agent.

This criminal act by the radical left will not intimidate me or my staff. 

@realDonaldTrump (https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) is working to �x the crisis

at our border and this deserves serious discussion, not graf�ti. 

pic.twitter.com/wgRT8av5IW (https://t.co/wgRT8av5IW)

— Laura Cox (@MIGOPChair) 

June 23, 2019 (https://twitter.com/MIGOPChair/status/1142884175567118336?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

The vandalism of the Michigan GOP headquarters occurred around the same time that President Trump canceled a

mass deportation raid that was scheduled for June 23 in 10 cities. Trump postponed the raids in response to groveling

requests by Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, the leader of the Democratic Party.
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Pelosi used the delay tactic to introduce a 

$4.5 billion border supplemental bill (https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/06/24/nancy-pelosi-proposes-emergency-

border-bill-heres-a-list-of-what-is-in-it-768135)

 that provides NO funding for the wall, but uses taxpayer money to house, feed, educate, and provide legal services to

illegal aliens who sneak across the U.S. border.

AOC rips GOP as ‘classist’ when they remind her of barmaid career after she calls Ivanka unquali�ed

(https://www.bizpacreview.com/2019/07/01/ocasio-cortez-lashes-out-over-classism-after-barmaid-backlash-slaps-

her-in-the-face-770318)
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